The question of generalization in machine learning-how algorithms are able to learn predictors from a training sample to make accurate predictions out-of-sample-is revisited in light of the recent breakthroughs in modern machine learning technology. The classical approach to understanding generalization is based on bias-variance trade-offs, where model complexity is carefully calibrated so that the fit on the training sample reflects performance out-of-sample. However, it is now common practice to fit highly complex models like deep neural networks to data with (nearly) zero training error, and yet these interpolating predictors are observed to have good out-of-sample accuracy even for noisy data. How can the classical understanding of generalization be reconciled with these observations from modern machine learning practice?
Introduction
Machine learning, which is central to many important applications in science and technology, focuses on the problem of prediction. Given a sample of training examples (x 1 , y 1 ), . . . , (x n , y n ) from R d × R, we learn a predictor h n : R d → R that is used to predict the label y of a new point x.
The predictor h n is commonly chosen from some function class H, such as linear functions or neural networks with a certain architecture, using empirical risk minimization (ERM) and its variants. In ERM, the predictor is taken to be a function h ∈ H that minimizes the empirical (or training) risk 1 n n i=1 (h(x i ), y i ), where is a loss function such as the squared loss (y , y) = (y − y) 2 or zero-one loss (y , y) = 1 {y =y} . To study the out-of-sample (i.e., generalization) performance of h n , we assume the training examples are sampled randomly from a probability distribution P over R d × R, and evaluate h n on a new test example (x, y) is drawn independently from P . The analytical challenge stems from the mismatch between the goals of minimizing empirical risk (the explicit goal of ERM, optimization) and minimizing the true (or test) risk E (x,y)∼P [ (h(x), y)] (the goal of machine learning). The double descent risk curve, which incorporates the U-shaped risk curve (i.e., the "classical" regime) together with the observed behavior from using high complexity function classes (i.e., the "modern" interpolating regime), separated by the interpolation threshold. The predictors to the right of the interpolation threshold have zero training risk.
Most classical analyses of ERM are based on controlling the complexity of the function class H (sometimes called the model complexity) by managing the bias-variance trade-off (cf., [15] ):
1. If H is too small, all predictors in H may under-fit the training data (i.e., have large empirical risk) and hence predict poorly on new data.
2. If H is too large, the empirical risk minimizer may over-fit spurious patterns in the training data that result in poor accuracy on new examples (i.e., small empirical risk but large true risk).
The classical analysis is concerned with finding the "sweet spot" for the function class complexity that balances these two concerns. The control of the function class complexity may be explicit, via the choice of H (e.g., picking the neural network architecture), or it may be implicit, using regularization (e.g., early stopping, complexity penalization). When a suitable balance is achieved, the performance of h n on the training data is said to generalize to the population P . This is summarized in the classical U-shaped risk curve, shown in Figure 1 (a). Conventional wisdom in machine learning expounds the hazards of over-fitting. The textbook corollary of these hazards is that "a model with zero training error is overfit to the training data and will typically generalize poorly" [15] .
However, practitioners routinely use modern machine learning methods to fit the training data perfectly or near-perfectly. For instance, highly complex neural networks and other non-linear predictors are often trained to have very low or even zero training risk. In spite of the high function class complexity and near-perfect fit to training data, these predictors often have excellent generalization performance-i.e., they give accurate predictions on new data. Indeed, this behavior has guided a best practice in deep learning for choosing the neural network architecture, specifically that the network architecture should be large enough to permit effortless interpolation of the training data [21] . Moreover, recent evidence indicates that neural networks and kernel machines trained to interpolate the training data obtain near-optimal test results even when the training data are corrupted with high levels of noise [28, 3] .
In this work, we bridge the gap between classical statistical analyses and the modern practice of machine learning. We show that the classical U-shaped risk curve of the bias-variance trade-off, as well as the modern behavior where high function class complexity is compatible with good generalization behavior, can both be empirically witnessed with some important function classes including neural networks.
The main finding of this paper is summarized in the "double descent" risk curve shown in Figure 1 (b). We observe that when function class complexity is below the "interpolation threshold", then learned predictors exhibit the classical U-shaped curve from Figure 1 (a). (In this paper, function class complexity is identified with the number of parameters needed to specify a function within the class.) The bottom of the U is achieved at the sweet spot which balance between the fit to the training data and the susceptibility to over-fitting: to the left of the sweet spot, predictors are under-fit, and immediately to the right, predictors are over-fit. When we increase the function class complexity high enough (e.g., by increasing the number of features or the size of the neural network architecture), the learned predictors achieve (near) perfect fits to the training data-i.e., interpolation. Although the learned predictors obtained at the point of this interpolation threshold typically have high risk, we observe that increasing the function class complexity beyond this point leads to decreasing risk, in many cases going below the risk achieved at the sweet spot in the "classical" regime.
All of the learned predictors to the right of the interpolation threshold fit the training data perfectly. Therefore, the empirical risk is not a meaningful statistic by which to compare these predictors. So why should some-in particular, those from more complex functions classes-have lower (test) risk than others?
The answer is that the complexity of the function class does not necessarily reflect how well the learned predictor matches the inductive bias appropriate for the problem at hand. For the learning problems we consider (both with real and synthetic data), the inductive bias that seems appropriate is a suitable function space norm that measures the regularity of a function. Choosing the smallest norm function that perfectly fits observed data is a form of Occam's razor: the simplest explanation compatible with the observations should be preferred (cf. [24, 5] ). By considering larger function classes, which have higher complexity, we are able to find interpolating functions that have smaller norm and are thus "simpler". This explains why increasing the complexity of the function class can be beneficial.
Related ideas have been considered in the context of large margin classifiers [24, 1, 22] , where a bigger function class H may permit the discovery of a classifier with a larger margin. However, the analyses used in these contexts do not predict the juxtaposition of the U-shaped risk curve with the descending risk curve beyond the interpolation threshold. Recently, there has been an emerging recognition that certain interpolating predictors (not based on ERM) can indeed be statistically optimal or near-optimal [2, 4] , which is compatible with our empirical observations in the interpolating regime. A theory of interpolating ERM predictors still remains to be developed.
In the remainder of this article, we discuss empirical evidence for the double descent curve and exhibit the mechanism underlying its emergence.
Neural networks
In this section, we discuss the double descent risk curve in the context of neural networks.
Random Fourier features. We first consider a popular class of non-linear parametric models called Random Fourier Features (RFF) [17] , which can be viewed as a special class of two-layer neural networks with fixed weights in the first layer. The RFF model family H N with N (complex-valued) parameters consists of functions h : R d → C of the form parts separately.) Note that H N is a randomized function class, but as N → ∞, the function class becomes a closer and closer approximation to the Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Space (RKHS) corresponding to the Gaussian kernel, denoted by H ∞ . While it is possible to directly use H ∞ by exploiting convex duality (e.g., as is done with kernel Support Vector Machines [6] ), the random classes H N are computationally attractive to use when the sample size n is large but the number of parameters N is comparably small. This computational advantage is not a focus of our paper, but we briefly revisit it in Section 4.
Our learning procedure using H N is as follows. Given data (x 1 , y 1 ), . . . , (x n , y n ) from R d × R, we find the predictor h n,N ∈ H N via ERM with squared loss. That is, we minimize the empirical risk objective
When the minimizer is not unique (as is always the case when N > n), we choose the minimizer whose coefficients (a 1 , . . . , a N ) have the minimum 2 norm. This choice of norm is intended as an approximation to the RKHS norm h H∞ , which is generally difficult to compute for arbitrary functions in H N . For problems with multiple outputs (e.g., multi-class classification), we use functions with vector-valued outputs and sum of the squared losses for each output.
In Figure 2 , we show the test risk of the predictors learned using H N on a subset of the popular data set of handwritten digits called MNIST. The same figure also shows the 2 norm of the function coefficients, as well as the training risk. We see that for small values of N , the test risk shows the classical U-shaped curve consistent with the bias-variance trade-off, with a peak occuring at the interpolation threshold N = n. Some statistical analyses of RFF suggest choosing N ∝ √ n log n to obtain good test risk guarantees [19] .
The interpolation regime connected with modern practice is shown to the right of the interpolation threshold, with n ≥ N . The least complex model class that achieves interpolation (at N = n random features) yields the least accurate predictor. (In fact, it has no predictive ability for classification.) But as the number of features increases beyond n, the accuracy improves dramatically, exceeding that of the predictor corresponding to the bottom of the U-shaped curve. The plot also shows that the predictor h n,∞ obtained from H ∞ (i.e., the kernel machine) out-performs the predictors from H N for any finite N .
While the full mathematical and statistical details of this phenomenon remain to be investigated, we provide some intuition for the underlying mechanism that leads to this double descent risk curve. When the number of random features is much smaller then the sample size, N n, classical statistical arguments imply that the training risk is close to the test risk. Thus, for small N , adding more features can yield improvements in both the training and test risks. However, as the number of features approaches n (the interpolation threshold), features not present or only weakly present in the data are forced to fit the training data. This results in classical over-fitting as predicted by the bias-variance trade-off.
To the right of the interpolation threshold, the function classes are rich enough to achieve zero training risk. For the classes H N that we consider, there is no guarantee that the smallest norm predictor consistent with training data (namely h n,∞ , which is in H ∞ ) is contained in the class H N for any finite N . But increasing N allows us to construct progressively better approximations to that smallest norm function. Thus we expect to have predictors with largest norm at the interpolation threshold and for the norm to decrease monotonically as N increases. This is what we observe in Figure 2 , and indeed h n,∞ has better accuracy than all h n,N for any finite N . Favoring small norm interpolating predictors turns out to be a useful inductive bias on MNIST and many other data sets, a phenomenon that can be explained mathematically under some modeling assumptions that we describe in Appendix A, and that has been empirically observed [3] .
In Appendix B.1, we present additional empirical evidence for the same double descent behavior using other data sets. In Appendix B.2 we demonstrate double descent for ReLU random feature models, a class of ReLU neural networks with a setting similar to that of RFF. Finally, in Appendix C, we describe a simple synthetic model, which can be regarded as a one-dimensional version of the RFF model, with which we observe the same behavior seen in Figure 2 .
Neural networks and backpropagation. In general multilayer neural networks (beyond RFF or ReLU random feature models), a learning algorithm will tune all of the weights to fit the training data, typically using versions of Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD), with backpropagation to compute partial derivatives. This flexibility increases the representational power of neural networks, but also makes ERM generally more difficult to implement. Nevertheless, as shown in Figure 3 , we observe that increasing the number of parameters in fully-connected two-layer neural networks leads to a risk curve qualitatively similar to that observed with RFF models. That the test risk improves beyond the interpolation threshold is compatible with the conjectured "small norm" inductive biases of the common training algorithms for neural networks [14, 16] .
The computational complexity of ERM with neural networks makes the double descent risk curve difficult to observe. Indeed, in the classical under-parametrized regime (N n), the non-convexity of the ERM optimization problem causes the behavior of local search-based heuristics, like SGD, to be highly sensitive to their initialization. Thus, if only suboptimal solutions are found for the ERM optimization problems, increasing the size of a neural network architecture may not always lead to a corresponding decrease in the training risk. This suboptimal behavior can lead to high variability in both the training and test risks that masks the double descent curve.
It is common to use neural networks with extremely large number of parameters [10] . But to achieve interpolation for a single output (regression or two class classification) one expects to need at least as many parameters as there are data points. Moreover, if the prediction problem has more than one output (as in multi-class classification), then the number of parameters needed should be multiplied by the number of outputs. This is indeed the case empirically for neural networks shown in Figure 3 . Thus, for instance, even networks with 10 8 parameters may not be large enough for interpolation on data sets as large as Ima-geNet [20] . In such cases, the classical regime of the U-shaped risk curve is more appropriate to understand generalization. For smaller data sets, these large neural networks would be firmly in the over-parameterized regime, and simply training to obtain zero training risk often results in good test performance [28] .
Additional results with neural networks are given in Appendix B.3. 
Decision trees and ensemble methods
Does the double descent risk curve manifest with other prediction methods besides neural networks? We give empirical evidence that the families of functions explored by boosting with decision trees and Random Forests also show similar generalization behavior as neural nets, both before and after the interpolation threshold.
AdaBoost and Random Forests have recently been investigated in the interpolation regime by Wyner et al. [27] . In particular, they give empirical evidence that, when AdaBoost and Random Forests are used with maximally large (interpolating) decision trees, the flexibility of the fitting methods yield interpolating predictors that are more robust to noise in the training data than the predictors produced by rigid, noninterpolating methods (e.g., AdaBoost or Random Forests with shallow trees). This in turn is said to yield better generalization. A crucial aspect of the predictors is that they are averages of these (near) interpolating trees (a property that is patent with Random Forests, but also observed for AdaBoost, as discussed by Wyner et al.): the averaging ensures that the resulting function is substantially smoother than any individual tree, which aligns with an inductive bias that is compatible with many real world problems.
We can understand these flexible fitting methods in the context of the double descent risk curve. Observe that the size of a decision tree (controlled by the number of leaves) is a natural way to parameterize the function class complexity: a tree with only two leaves corresponds to two-piecewise constant functions with axis-aligned boundary, while a tree with n leaves can interpolate n training examples. It is a classical observation that the U-shaped bias-variance trade-off curve manifests in many problems when the class complexity is considered this way [15] . (The interpolation threshold may be reached with fewer than n leaves in many cases, but n is clearly an upper bound.) To further enlarge the function class, we consider ensembles (averages) of several interpolating trees. 1 So, beyond the interpolation threshold, we use the number of such trees to index the class complexity. When we view the risk curve as a function of class complexity defined in this hybrid fashion, we see the double descent curve appear just as with neural networks; see Figure 4 . A similar phenomenon is observed using L 2 -boosting with decision trees [13, 9] , as reported in Appendix E.
Concluding thoughts
The double descent risk curve introduced in this paper extends the U-shaped curve predicted by the biasvariance trade-off to the observed behavior of complex models used in modern machine learning practice. The mechanism we suggest that underlies its emergence is based on common inductive biases, and hence can explain its appearance (and, we expect, ubiquity) in machine learning applications. We conclude with some final remarks.
Historical absence. The double descent behavior may have been historically overlooked on account of several cultural and practical barriers. Observing the double descent curve requires a parametric family of spaces with functions of arbitrary complexity. The usual linear settings studied extensively in classical statistics typically assume a fixed set of features and hence fixed fitting capacity. Richer families of function classes are typically used in the context of non-parametric statistics, where smoothing and regularization are almost always employed [25] . Regularization, of all forms, can both prevent interpolation and change the effective capacity of the function class, thus attenuating or masking the interpolation peak. The RFF models are a recently popular and flexible parametric family. However, these models were originally proposed as computationally favorable alternative to kernel methods. This computational advantage over traditional kernel methods holds only for N n, and hence models at or beyond the interpolation threshold are typically not considered.
The situation with general neural networks, another parametric family of arbitrary complexity, is slightly different and more involved. Due to the non-convexity of the ERM optimization problem, solutions in the classical under-parametrized regime are highly sensitive to initialization. Moreover, as we observed, the peak at the interpolation threshold is often localized and easy to miss, leading to the impression that increasing the size of the network simply improves performance. Finally, in practice, training of neural networks is typically stopped as soon as (an estimate of) the test risk fails to improve. This early stopping has a regularizing effect that, as discussed above, makes it difficult to observe the interpolation peak.
Inductive bias. In this paper, we have dealt with several types of methods for choosing interpolating solutions. For Random Fourier features, solutions are constructed explicitly by minimum norm linear regression in the feature space. As the number of features tends to infinity they approach the minimum functional norm solution in the Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Space, a solution which maximizes functional smoothness subject to the interpolation constraints. For neural networks, the inductive bias owes to the specific training procedure used, which is typically SGD. When all but the final layer of the network are fixed (as in RFF models), SGD converges to the minimum norm solution. While the behavior of SGD for more general neural networks is not fully understood, there is significant empirical and some theoretical evidence (e.g., [14] ) that a similar minimum norm inductive bias is present. Finally, yet another type of inductive bias is used in random forests. Averaging potentially non-smooth interpolating solutions leads to an interpolating solution with a higher degree of smoothness; see [7] for some analysis of infinite ensembles of trees.
Remarkably, for kernel machines all three methods lead to the same minimum norm solution. Indeed, the minimum norm interpolating classifier, h n,∞ , can be obtained directly by explicit norm minimization (solving an explicit system of linear equations), through SGD or by averaging trajectories of Gaussian processes (computing the posterior mean [18] ).
Optimization and practical considerations. In our experiments, appropriately chosen "modern" models usually outperform the optimal "classical" model on the test set. But another important practical advantage of over-parametrized models is in optimization. There is a growing understanding that larger models are "easy" to optimize in the sense that local methods, such as SGD, converge to global minima of the training risk in over-parameterized regimes (e.g., [23] ). Thus, large interpolating models can have low test risk and be easy to optimize at the same time.
Outlook. We hope that the perspective developed in this work will lead to better understanding of common machine learning models, as well as new intuitions and algorithms for parameter and architecture selection. Our observations open new lines of theoretical inquiry to study computational, statistical, and mathematical properties of the classical and interpolating regimes in modern machine learning. Figure 6 : Test risks, coefficient 2 norms, and training risks of the RFF model predictors h n,N learned on subsets of TIMIT and SVHN data (n = 10 4 , zero-one loss).
We provide additional experimental results for several real-world datasets. Figure 5 illustrates double descent behavior for CIFAR-10 and 20Newsgroup. Figure 6 shows TIMIT and SVHN.
While curves for squared loss are slightly different from the curves for zero-one loss, we observe the same kind of double descent behavior. The squared loss results for MNIST and SVHN are shown in Figure 7 . Below we provide some experimental results demonstrating double descent for models based on random ReLU feature netoworks [11] . That model is a special type of 2-layer neural networks with the popular ReLU transfer function and fixed first layer weights.
B.2 Random ReLU Features
Specifically, the ReLU model family H N with N parameters consists of functions h : R d → R of the form
Similarly to RFF, the vectors v 1 , . . . , v N are sampled independently from the standard normal distribution in R d and the coefficients a k are learned using linear regression. Figure 8 illustrates CE with Random ReLU features for MNIST and SVHN data. Regularization of 10 −5 was added in SVHN experiments to ensure numerical stability near the interpolation threshold and leading to an "attenuated" interpolation peak. We observe that the resulting risk curves and the norm curves are very similar to those observed for RFF. As mentioned in Section 2, the ERM optimization problem with neural networks is generally more difficult to solve computationally than the corresponding problem with RFF models. The learning algorithms we use to fit neural networks employ stochastic gradient methods, which are sensitive to their initialization. To mitigate this sensitivity, in the regime where N < n, we use parameters obtained by training smaller neural network as initialization when training the larger networks (weight reuse). This procedure ensures decreasing training loss as the number of parameters increases. We switch to using standard (random) initialization in the over-parametrized regimes (N > n), and typically have no difficulty obtaining near-zero training risk. The result for MNIST were shown in Figure 3 . Figure 9 shows results of fully connected neural network for CIFAR-10 (2 class).
B.3 Neural networks
Results for MNIST without weight re-use are shown in Figure 10 . In that setting, all models are randomly initialized for every number of parameters, instead of using the weight-reuse scheme and the average is plotted. While the variance is significantly larger, and the training loss is not monotonically decreasing, the double descent behavior is still clearly discernible.
C Synthetic model
We now discuss the nature of the double descent risk curve in the context of a simple synthetic model, which can be viewed as a version of RFF for functions on the one-dimensional circle. Consider the class H for positive integers k. Fix a probability distribution p = (p 1 , p 2 , . . .) on the positive integers. For each integer N , we generate a random function class H N by (i) sampling independently from p until N distinct indices k 1 , . . . , k N are chosen, and then (ii) let H N be the linear span of e k 1 , . . . , e k N . Here, N is the number of parameters to specify a function in H N and also reflects the complexity of H N . We generate data from the following model:
where the target function h * = k α * k e k is in the span of the e k , and ε 1 , . . . , ε n are independent zero-mean normal random variables with variance σ 2 . The x 1 , . . . , x n themselves are drawn uniformly at random from {2πj/M : j = 0, . . . , M − 1} for M := 4096. We also let α * k := p k for all k. The signal-to-noise ratio
Given data (x 1 , y 1 ), . . . , (x n , y n ) ∈ [0, 2π] × R, we learn a function from the function class H N using empirical risk minimization, which is equivalent to ordinary least squares over an N -dimensional space. Interpolation is achieved when N ≥ n, so in this regime, we choose the interpolating function h = N j=1 α k j e k j of smallest (squared) norm h 2 H = k α 2 k /p k . Our simulations were carried out for a variety of sample sizes (n ∈ {64, 128, 256, 512, 1024, 2048}) and are all repeated independently 20 times; our plots show averages over the 20 trials. The results confirm our hypothesized double descent risk curve, as shown in Figure 11 for n = 256; the results are similar for other n. The peak occurs at N = n, and the right endpoint of the curve is lower than the bottom of the U curve. The norm of the learned function also peaks at N = n and decreases for N > n. We train standard random forests introduced in [8] for regression problems 3 . When splitting a node, we randomly select a subset of features whose number is the square root of the number of the total features, a setting which is widely used in mainstream implementations of random forest. We control the complexity of the forest by setting the number of trees (N tree ) and limiting the maximum number of leaves in each tree (N max leaf ). We put minimum constraints on the growth of each tree: there is no limit for the tree depth and we split each tree node whenever it is possible.
To interpolate the training data, we disable the bootstrap re-sampling for results in Figure 4 and Figure 12(a) , which is similar to the PERT method in [12] . We see clear double decent risk curve (with both squared loss and zero-one loss) as we increase the complexity of the forest (although the U-shaped curve is less apparent with zero-one loss). In Figure 12 We now show double descent risk curve for L 2 -boosting (random) trees introduced in [13] . When splitting a node in a tree, we randomly select a subset of features whose number is the square root of the number of the total features. We constrain each tree to have a small number of leaves (no more than 10). As the number of trees increases, the boosted trees gradually interpolate the training data and form a forest. To quickly reach interpolation, we adopt low shrinkage (with parameter value 0.85) for gradient boosting. To go beyond the interpolation threshold, we average the predictions of several such forests which are randomly constructed and trained with exactly same hyper-parameters. The complexity of our model is hence controlled by the number of forests (N forest ) and the number of trees (N tree ) in each forest. Figure 13 (a) and Figure 13 (b) show the change of train and test risk as the model complexity increases. We see the double descent risk curve for both squared loss and zero-one loss. We also observe strong overfitting under squared loss before the interpolation threshold. For similar experiments with high shrinkage (parameter value 0.1), the double descent risk curve becomes less apparent due to the regularization effect of high shrinkage [15] .
